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API Gateway Overview

- Single Entry point
- Decouples clients
- Simplifies management
- Security
- Monitoring
- Routing
- Resiliency
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API Gateway Architecture

Components
- Route
- Predicates
- Filter Chain
API Gateway Decision Factors

- Strangling the Monolithic Design
- API-First Approach
- Microservice – Initiative
- On-prem Infra
- Cross cutting concerns
OES API Gateway Implementation

✓ Non-Blocking API
✓ Netty Webserver
✓ Open JDK 11 (IBM Semeru Runtimes)
✓ 15 Microservices
✓ Gateway Features:
  • Load balancer
  • Circuit Breaker
  • Timelimiter
  • Retry
  • Ratelimter
• Authentication and Authorization
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Key Insights

• Authentication (at gateway) and authorization (at microservice)
• High Availability and scalability
• Health checks
• Backup and Disaster Recovery
• Performance Optimization
• Resilience
Q & A